Since before mankind walked the earth, an invisible battle has been waging between the Infecticons and the Medlonians.

Over time, the Infecticons discovered devious ways to mutate and inflict harm on Earth’s inhabitants.

Medlonians soon discovered they could merge with humans, too, and share their knowledge in hopes of finding the support they needed.

One bent on its destruction... …and the other sworn to protect it.

Fearful of the Infecticons’ destructive power, the Medlonians knew they needed the help of human ingenuity to win the war.
They found it in the heart of Germany—at a steel mill owned by the König family.

Inspired by the Medlonian’s cause, they pledged their lifelong support and dedicated their financial resources to developing weapons that could, one day, defeat the Infecticons.
When the age of medicine flourished, Infecticons found a new way to attack—and Medlonions saw a new opportunity.

The Königs transformed their steel business into a surgical instruments empire that put them in the middle of the Infecticon-prevention action—the operating room.

Together, they advanced technology...

...and transformed everyday healthcare providers into Infecticon-fighting task forces at medical facilities worldwide. These are your CS Heroes.